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Maersk bill of lading

Our Maersk tracking system allows you to track Maersk Container shipments by entering a Laveding account number or tracking number (or booking reference number). The tracking and tracking system instantly provides detailed information about the location of container cargo searches. The Maersk Container Tracker Online Tracker will redirect you to the Maersk Container
Tracking Page after pressing the track button. Note: The Maersk tracking system supports tracking of Maersk's domestic and international containers. An account number (also called a BL number or BOL number or B/L) is required to track a container or vessel. Maersk Company Review Maersk Tracking is arguably the most searched craft tracking criteria today. The main reason
is that Maersk is one of the largest container ship owners and Maersk Tracking is an important feature for the daily operations of the maritime business. Maersk Line is the global container division and the largest operating division of A.P. Moller, Maersk Group. The line provides ocean transportation worldwide and serves customers through 374 offices located in 116 different
countries. Maersk has 23,000 ground staff and employs 7,100 sailors. The line operates 604 container ships. Maersk Line is part of the Maersk Group, headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark. The group employs about 89,200 people in almost 130 countries. Its revenue for 2014 is $48 billion. The largest Maersk Line vessels currently sailing in the world's oceans are the 396-
metre-long E-Class Maersk vessels. The secret to the size of Triple-E lies in the huge mass. Thanks to amazing engineering performance, Triple-E has expanded inside the cavity (capable of inserting 18,000 20-foot containers/TEUs), giving a capacity that is 16% larger than E-class ships, equivalent to 2,500 more TEUs. MAERSK TRACKING 1 container ships. Definitions of
carriage mean all or any part of the carriage, loading, unloading, processing and any and all other services that the carrier carries out in respect of goods. Carrier means Maersk A/S 50 Esplanaden, 1263 Copenhagen K, Denmark. The container includes any container (including an open top container), a flat rack, a platform, a trailer, a transportable tank, a pallet or any other similar
article used to consolidate goods and any connected equipment. Freight includes all fees payable to the Carrier in accordance with the applicable fare and this transportation bill. Goods means all or any part of the cargo and any package accepted from the shipper and includes any container not supplied by the carrier or on its behalf. The Hague Rules mean the provisions of the
International Convention on the Unification of Some Lading bills signed in Brussels on 25 August 1924. Holder means that anyone at the moment is in possession of this bill about Lading or to whom lawsuit and/or liability under this bill about the guy being transferred or entrusted. The merchant includes a shipper, holder, shipper, recipient of goods, any person owning or having the
right to own a product or this bill on the guy and anyone acting on behalf of such a person. Multimodal transport occurs if the place of receipt and/or delivery place is listed on the reverse in the respective boxes. Ocean transport occurs if transportation is not a multimodal transport. The person includes an individual, corporation or other legal entity. The subcontractor includes
owners, charterers and ship operators (except the carrier), stevedores, terminal and group operators, road and rail operators, folding and any independent contractors hired by the Carrier, carrying or whose services or equipment have been used for transportation and any direct or indirect subcontractors, employees and agents, whether in direct contractual secrecy or not.
Conditions and conditions mean all conditions, rights, protection, conditions, conditions, exceptions, restrictions and freedoms. US COGSA is a U.S. Maritime Transportation Act of 1936. The vessel means any vessel transported through the water used in the transport under this transport bill, which may be a feeder vessel or an ocean vessel. 2. Carrier fare Terms of the applicable
Carrier fare are included in this one. Attention is drawn to terms relating to free storage, as well as demurage or the detention of containers and vehicles. Copies of the relevant provisions of the applicable fare can be obtained from the Carrier on request. In the case of inconsistencies between this bill on the guy and the applicable rate, the bill on the guy should prevail. 3. The
Merchant's Guarantee ensures that, having accepted the Terms and Conditions, he is or has the right to enter into a contract on behalf of the person who owns or has the right to own the Goods, and this bill on the vaping. Subcontract 4.1 Carrier is entitled to subcontract on any condition, in general or any part of the carriage. 4.2 It is now expressly agreed that: (a) No
subcontractor, agent or employee shall under any circumstances be liable to the merchant for any loss, damage or delay of any kind arising or directly or indirectly arising from any act of neglect or non-compliance with the subcontractor, agent or employee of the unit, acting in the course or in relation to the goods or the transport of goods. (b) The Merchant undertakes that no
claim or allegation arising in the contract, collateral, tort or otherwise must be made against any employee, agent or subcontractor of the Carrier who imposes or attempts to impose on any of them any vessel owned or or or any of them any liability in connection with the goods or transportation of goods, regardless of whether arises or does not arise by negligence on the part of
such a person. The subcontractor, agent or servant is also entitled to the aforementioned covenant against the merchant; and (ii) if such a claim or allegation must nevertheless be made to compensate the Carrier for all the consequences of this. (c) Without compromising the general situation of the provision, every exemption, restriction, condition and freedom contained in the
present (except Article III of Rule 8 of the Hague Rule) and each right, exemption from liability, protection and immunity of any nature applicable to the Carrier or to which the Carrier is currently entitled, including the right to comply with any provision of jurisdiction contained in the present (para. 26), must also be available and apply to every such such subcontractor, agent or
employee who has the right to apply the same applies to the trader. 4.3 The provisions of paragraph 4.2 (c), including but not limited to the merchant's obligation, apply to all claims or allegations of any nature against other persons chartering a seat on the board. 4.4 The Trader further undertakes that no claims or allegations regarding goods shall be made against the Carrier by
any person other than in accordance with these Terms, which impose or attempt to impose on the Carrier any liability in relation to the goods or transportation of goods, regardless of whether they arise by negligence on the part of the Carrier, and if such a claim or approval is nevertheless to be made to compensate the carrier for all the consequences. 5. Carrier Responsibility:
Ocean Transport 5.1 Where the transport is carried out by ocean transport, the Carrier undertakes to carry out and/or on its own behalf to carry out transportation from the port of loading to the port of unloading. The Carrier's responsibility for the loss or damage of goods arising between the time the Carrier took custody of the goods at the port of loading, and the time of the
Carrier tendering for the delivery of goods at the unloading port is determined in accordance with Articles 1-8 of the Hague Conservation Rule, as otherwise stipulated in these Terms and Conditions. These articles of the Hague Rule apply within the framework of the treaty. 5.2 The Carrier has no responsibility for any loss or damage to the Goods, as it may have been caused, if
such loss or damage arises prior to the Carrier's acceptance of custody of the Goods or after the Carrier put the goods up for auction for delivery. Despite the above, to the extent that any applicable binding right provides for the contrary, the Carrier must have all rights, protection, restriction and freedom in The rules applied in paragraph 5.1 during such an additional mandatory
period of liability, despite the fact that no loss or damage was inflicted at sea. 5.3 Where the U.S. COGSA applies, the provisions of the Act are regulated while being transported to a container yard or container cargo station at the loading port before loading on a ship or at the unloading port before being delivered to an internal carrier. 5.4 If the Trader asks the Carrier to purchase
the carrier from an internal carrier, and the domestic carrier agrees to do so at its discretion, the carrier must be acquired by the Carrier as an agent only to the merchant, and the Carrier shall have no responsibility for such transportation or the actions or omissions of such an internal carrier. 6. Carrier Responsibility: Multimodal Transport Where transportation is a multimodal
transport, the Carrier undertakes to perform and/or in its name to ensure the performance of transportation from the place of receipt or port loading, depending on what is applicable, to the port of unloading or delivery place, depending on what is applicable. The carrier is not liable for the loss or damage of goods originating prior to the Carrier's custody of the Goods or after the
Carrier tenders the goods for delivery at the appropriate locations, and the Carrier is liable for loss or damage caused during the transport only to the extent that it was found below: 6.1 In the event that the transport phase in which the damage or damage was caused is not known. (a) The carrier shall be absolved of liability for any loss or damage in cases where such loss or
damage has been caused by: (i) the action or omission of a trader or person acting on behalf of a trader other than the Carrier, his servant, agent or subcontractor; Compliance with the instructions of any person entitled to give them; (iii) Insufficient or defective packaging or signs; Processing, loading, laying or unloading goods by a merchant or anyone acting on his behalf; (v) The
inherent vice in the product; (vi) Strike, block, stop or restrict work for any reason, whether partial or general; (vii) A nuclear incident; (viii) any causes or events that the Carrier could not avoid and consequences that it could not prevent by exercising reasonable due diligence. (b) The burden of proving that loss or damage was caused by the cause (s) or event (s) listed in
paragraph 6.1 rests with the Carrier, but if there is any evidence that loss or damage is related to one or more cause or event specified in paragraph 6.1 (a) (iii), (iv) or (v), it should be assumed that this was caused. However, the merchant has the right to prove that the damage or damage was not actually caused entirely part of one or more of these causes or events. 6.2 Where
the stage of transport where the loss or injury occurred is known, despite the as stipulated in paragraph 6.1 and filed under paragraph 18, the Carrier's liability for such losses or damages is determined by (a) if it is known that loss or damage occurred while being transported by sea for delivery not to or from the United States of America, and not to the United States under the
Hague Rule 1-8. These articles of the Hague Rule are applied within the framework of the treaty; or (b) if it is known that the loss or damage occurred during an internal wagon, not an in-house wagon in the United States, in accordance with the contract of transportation or tariffs of any domestic carrier in possession of the loss or damage, or in accordance with provisions 6.1 and
paragraph 7.2 (a), which imposes a lesser liability on the Carrier; or (c) if it is known that loss or damage occurred during shipping, for cargo to or from the United States of America, or for water transport in the United States of America or by transport to or from a container yard or container freighting station at the port of loading before loading on a ship or at an unloading port
before being delivered to a domestic carrier, U.S. COGSA; or (d) if it is known that the loss or damage occurred during any domestic wagon in the U.S., under the transportation contract or tariffs of any domestic carrier in which there was loss or damage, or COGSA of the United States, depending on whether imposes less responsibility on the Carrier. 7. Compensation and
Liability Regulations 7.1 always fall within the carrier's right to limit the liability currently provided for by the Carrier for compensation for loss or damage to the goods, such compensation is calculated on the basis of reference to the value of the goods plus freight and insurance if it is paid. The value of the goods is determined by reference to the commercial account, the customs
declaration, any prevailing market price (at the place and time of their delivery or should have been delivered), the price of the product or the reasonable value of goods of the same type and/or quality. 7.2 Preservation, as stipulated in paragraph 7.3: (a) Carrier's liability should by no means exceed 2 SDRs per kilogram of the gross weight of lost, damaged goods or for which
there is a claim of any nature, unless paragraph 7.2 (b) is applied; (b) For deliveries to or from the United States, the liability of the Carrier and/or Ship must not exceed $500 per package or conventional cargo unit or any lesser restriction provided under paragraph 6.2. 7.3 The Merchant agrees and acknowledges that the Carrier is not aware of the value of goods and the higher
compensation provided for in this transport bill can only be stated when, with Carrier, (i) for multimodal transportation from the U.S., where U.S. domestic transportation is carried out, the merchant elects to avoid any liability restrictions provided in the present present freight and the choice in favor of full liability in accordance with the Carmack Amendment, complying with the terms
of the carrier's fare; and (ii) in all other cases, the shipper announces, and the Carrier states that the value of the goods declared by the shipper at delivery to the Carrier was listed in the box marked The Advertised Value on the reverse of the shipping bill and the additional payment of the cargo. In this case, the amount of declared value is replaced by the restrictions set out in
this bill on vaping. Any partial loss or damage is adjusted on the basis of this declared value. 7.4 Nothing in this bill on vaping is valid to restrict or deprive the Carrier of any legal protection, protection, exclusion or limitation of liability authorized by any applicable laws, laws or regulations of any country. The carrier must have an advantage from these laws, statutes or regulations as
if it were the owner of any carrier vessel. 8. General 8.1 Carrier undertakes that goods or any documents relating to this must arrive or be available at any point or place at any stage during the transport or at the port of unloading or at any particular time or to meet any specific requirement of any licence, permit, sales contract or credit to the merchant or any market or use of goods
and the Carrier under any circumstances should not and, however, be liable for any direct or indirect loss or indirect damage. If the Carrier, however, must be legally liable for any such direct or indirect or indirect loss or damage caused by the delay, the liability in any case does not exceed the amount paid. 8.2 Save, as provided in the present, the Carrier is under no
circumstances liable for direct or indirect or indirect loss or damage related to any other cause or loss of profit. 8.3 Once the goods have been received by the Carrier for transport, the trader has no right to either obstruct, delay, suspend or stop or otherwise interfere with the alleged manner in which the Carrier carries or exercise the freedoms afforded by this bill on the guy, nor to
charge or demand the delivery of goods to another port or location than the port discharge or place of delivery, named in reverse hereof or such a port or place chosen by the Carrier in the exercise of the present. The Trader must reimburse the Carrier for all claims, liabilities, losses, losses, expenses, delays, attorney fees and/or expenses inflicted on the Carrier, its
subcontractors, servants or agents or any other cargo or such cargo during transport, arising or arising as a result of any obstacles, delays, suspension, stop or interference in the transportation of goods. 8.4 These conditions and regulates the carrier's liability in connection with the delivery of the container to the merchant or in connection with it before, during or after the shipment.
9. Loss Notice, Time Bar If a loss or damage notice and the general nature of such loss or damage be provided in writing to the carrier or its agents at the delivery point (or port of discharge, If there is no delivery location named on the reverse hereof) before or during the removal of the goods or if the loss or damage is not apparent for three days thereafter, such removal must be
prima facie proof of delivery In any case the Carrier must be exempt from any liability against the goods if the claim is not filed within one year of their delivery or the date when they were to be delivered. 10. The application of the Terms and Conditions these Conditions apply in any action against the Carrier in respect of any loss or damage at all and whatever occurred (and
without limiting the common side of the foregoing, including delay, delay, delivery and/or delivery without the surrender of this bill of steaming) and whether the action is based in the contract, collateral or tort, and even if the loss, damage or delay has occurred as a result of negligence. 11. Containers packed by a shipper if the container has not been packed by the Carrier: 11.1
This shipping bill must be a receipt only for such a container; 11.2 The Carrier is not liable for loss or damage to the contents, and the trader will reimburse the Carrier for damage, loss, loss, liability or expenses incurred by the Carrier if such loss or damage to the contents and/or such damage, loss, damage, liability or expenses were caused by any matter beyond its control,
including, in particular, without compromising the general value of the exception: (a) the way the container was packaged; or (b) the unsuitability of goods to be transported in containers; Or (c) the unsuitability or defective condition of the container; or (d) incorrect installation of any thermostatic, ventilation or other special controls provided that, if the container was supplied by the
Carrier, this unfit or defective condition could be evident when the trader was reasonably in or before the container was packed. 11.3 The merchant is responsible for packing and sealing all containers packaged by the shipper, and if the shipper has packed the container delivered by the Carrier with any original seal intact, the Carrier is not responsible for any shortage of goods
established upon delivery. 11.4 The shipper must inspect the containers before packing them, and the use of the containers should be a testament to their and suitable for use. 12. Perishable goods 12.1 Items, including perishable goods, must be transported in conventional containers without special protection, services or other measures, unless it is noted on the back of the bill
that the goods will be transported in a chilled, heated, electrically ventilated or otherwise specially equipped container or should receive special attention in any way. The merchant undertakes not to tender for the transportation of any goods requiring cooling, ventilation or any other specialized attention without written notification of their nature and required temperature or other
installations of thermostatic, ventilation or other special control. If the above requirements are not met, the Carrier is not liable for any loss or damage to the Product in the event of an occurrence. 12.2 The trader should note that the refrigerated containers are not intended (a) to freeze a cargo that has not been presented for the filling at or below the designated transport
temperature, and the Carrier is not responsible for the effects of the cargo presented at a higher temperature than required for transport; nor (b) to monitor and monitor humidity levels, although the installation of the facility exists, is that humidity depends on many external factors and the carrier does not guarantee maintaining any estimated humidity level inside any container. 12.3
The term visible good order and condition when used in this bill on vaping, referring to goods requiring cooling, ventilation or other specialized attention, does not mean that the goods, when they were received, were checked by the Carrier as the carrier's temperature, humidity level or other condition prescribed by the trader. 12.4 The carrier is not liable for the loss or damage of
goods arising from hidden defects, insanity, breakdown, defrosting, refrigeration, ventilation or any other specialized equipment, plant, insulation and/or container, vessel, transport and any other facilities, provided that the Carrier must exercise due diligence before and at the beginning of the transport to maintain the container in an effective condition. 13. Inspection of goods
Carrier has the right, but is not obliged, to open and/or scan any package or container at any time and to check the contents. If at any time it appears that the Goods cannot be safely or properly transported or transported further, either at all, or without any additional costs or any action against the container or goods, the Carrier may, without prior notice, the merchant (but only as
its agent) take any action and/or incur any incursion of any additional costs of transporting or continuing transportation, as well as/or selling or getting rid of and/or refuse to transport and/or keep them on shore or afloat, under cover or in the open air, anywhere, depending on which Carrier, at its absolute discretion, deems it most appropriate which sale, disposal, disposal or
storage are considered due delivery under this transport bill. The Trader must reimburse the Carrier for any reasonable additional costs incurred in this manner. The carrier, in exercising the freedoms contained in this provision, is not obliged to take any specific action and is not responsible for any loss, delay or damage associated with any action or absence of action in
accordance with this provision. 14. Product Description 14.1 This transportation bill must be prima facie evidence of receipt by the Carrier in clearly good order and condition, except, as indicated otherwise, the total number of containers or other packages or units specified in the box entitled Receiving the carrier on the back. 14.2 The carrier has no idea of the weight, content,
measurement, quantity, quality, description, condition, signs, numbers or value of goods, and the Carrier is not liable for such a description or data. 14.3 The shipper assures the Carrier that the data relating to the goods on the reverse side of this document has been verified by the shipper when receiving the bill for the guy and that such data and any other data collected by or on
behalf of the shipper are adequate and correct. The shipper also ensures that goods are legitimate goods and do not contain contraband, drugs or other illegal substances or stowaways, and that the goods will not result in loss, damage or expense for the Carrier or any other cargo. 14.4 If any information about any credit letter and/or import license and/or a sales contract and/or
invoice or order number and/or details of any contract of which the Carrier is not a party is displayed on the face of this bill of vaping, such information is included with the sole risk to the merchant and for its convenience. The Trader agrees that the inclusion of such data should not be considered a declaration of value and does not increase the liability of the carrier in any way
under the bill on vaping. 15. The responsibility of the trader 15.1 All persons who are subject to the definition of a trader in paragraph 1, including any trust of the director of such a person, must be jointly and somewhat responsible to the Carrier for the proper implementation of all the obligations made by the merchant in the bill on steaming. 15.2 The trader is liable and must
reimburse the Carrier for all damages delay, fines, attorney's fees and/or costs associated with any violation of any of the guarantees in paragraph 14.3 or elsewhere in this Bill of Vaping and for any other reason in connection with the goods for which The carrier is not responsible. 15.3 The merchant complies with all customs rules or requirements, port and other authorities, and
incur and pay all duties, taxes, fines, imposts, expenses or losses (including, without prejudice to the common of the aforementioned cargo for any additional transportation carried out) incurred or incurred for any default in this way, or because of any illegal, incorrect or insufficient statement, marking, numbering or goods, and must be reimbursed. 15.4 If the containers supplied by
the Carrier or on its behalf are unpacked by the merchant or for him, the trader is responsible for the return of the empty containers, with the interiors clean, odorless and in the same condition as those received, to the point or place designated by the Carrier, within the set time. If the container has not been returned in the required condition and/or during the time set in Tariff, the
trader is liable for any detention, loss or expenses incurred as a result. 15.5 Containers issued to the merchant for packaging, unpacking or any other purpose are at the sole risk of the merchant until they are delivered to the Carrier. The merchant must compensate the Carrier for all loss and/or damage and/or delay in such containers, as well as all third-party claims or costs or
fines related to the dealer's use of such containers. Merchants are believed to be aware of the size and capacity of any containers issued for them. 16. Cargo, costs and fees 16.1 Full cargo must be paid on the basis of data provided by or on behalf of the shipper. The carrier may open the goods or container at any time and, if the shipper's data is incorrect, the trader and the
Goods will be responsible for the correct cargo and any costs incurred in the examination, weighing, measuring or appraisal of the Goods. 16.2 Full transportation is considered to be fully earned when goods are received by the Carrier and in any case paid and not returned. 16.3 All amounts to be paid to the Carrier must be paid on demand and paid in full in U.S. currency or,
under the Carrier option, in the equivalent of the port of loading or unloading or the place of receipt or delivery or, as specified in the Carrier tariff. 16.4 The trader's attention is drawn to the provisions relating to the currency in which the goods, exchange rate, devaluation, additional insurance premium and other contingencies for freight traffic in the applicable tariff must be paid. In
the case of any discrepancies between freight (including fees, etc.) clauses in the bill on invoices and any invoices of the Carrier, the latter prevails. 16.5 Everything carriages are paid without any established, counterclai, deductions or no more than in the execution delivery of goods. 16.6 If the trader fails to pay Freight when he owes, he is also liable for the payment of
maintenance fees, interest to be paid on any outstanding and/or overdue amount of reasonable fees and expenses incurred in the collection of any amounts related to the Carrier. Freight payment and fees from a cargo ship, broker or anyone other than the Carrier or its authorized agent are not considered payment to the Carrier and must be made with the sole risk of the trader.
16.7 Despite the Carrier's acceptance of the cargo collection instructions, duties, fees, demurrage/detention and expenses and expenses from the shipper or shipper or any other person, then, in the absence of proof of payment (for whatever reason) by such a shipper or shipper or other person, when necessary, the trader must be responsible for and for the payment of such
goods, duties, fees, demurrage/detention and the cost of obtaining evidence of demand within the meaning of 16.3. 16.8 If the Carrier, at its discretion, provides a loan for any amount paid to the Carrier, the terms applicable to any loan (loan conditions) are available from the Carrier or its authorized agents or by . Applicable credit terms will automatically apply to any loan granted
by the Carrier unless otherwise agreed upon by the Carrier. 17. Lien Carrier must have a collateral on goods and any documents relating to this for all amounts paid to the Carrier under this contract and for general average contributions to whom because of. The carrier also has a collateral against the goods trader and any document relating to this for all amounts adjacent to the
Carrier's merchant under any other contract, regardless of whether they are related to the shipment. The carrier may carry out its deposit at any time and anywhere at its discretion, regardless of whether the contractual transport has been completed or not. In any case, any collateral applies to the cost of recovering any amounts, and for this purpose the Carrier has the right to sell
the goods through a public auction or private contract without notifying the trader. The Carrier's pledge must survive the delivery of goods. 18. Optional styling, deck cargo and livestock 18.1 Goods can be packed by the carrier in containers and combined with other goods in containers. 18.2 Goods packed in containers or not can be moved to the deck or below deck without the
merchant's notice. The carrier is not required to mark, mark or stamp on the account lading any statement about such on-deck carriage. Save, as stipulated in paragraph 18.3, such goods (except livestock) are carried out on deck or below deck and whether or not stated that carried out on deck must participate in the general and is considered to be within the definition of goods for
the purposes of the Hague Rule or the U.S. COGSA and should in accordance with such rules or the Law, depending on what is applicable. 18.3 Goods (not transported in containers, except for apartments or pallets), which, as indicated in this case, must be carried on deck, and the livestock, whether carried out on deck, is not liable by the Carrier for the loss or damage of any
nature or delays arising during the transport, whether they are caused by non-sealing or negligence or any other reason, and neither the Hague Rules nor the COGSA apply. 19. Methods and routes of transport 19.1 Carrier can use any vehicles or storage facilities at any time and without notice of the trader: (a) use any vehicles or storage facilities; (b) The transfer of goods from
one carriage to another, including the transshipment or transport of the same cargo, other than the vessel named on the reverse or any other vehicles, and even if the transfer or reloading of goods may not have been provided or provided in the present; (c) Unpack and remove goods that have been packaged in a container and re-stock them through a container or otherwise; d)
Sail without pilots, pass on any route (whether the nearest or most direct or conventional or advertised route) at any speed and proceed to, return and stay in any port or place what it is (including the port of loading in the present case provided) once or somewhat, and in any order in or out of the route or in the opposite direction or outside the port unloading once or more often; (e)
Load and unload goods anywhere or port (whether the port is named on the reverse as a loading port or unloading port) and store goods at any such port or location; (f) To comply with any orders or recommendations given by any government or authority or any person or body acting purportedly as or on behalf of such a government or authority or having, in accordance with the
terms of the insurance, any transport used by the Carrier has the right to issue orders or instructions. 19.2 The freedoms established in paragraph 19.1 can be used by the Carrier for any purpose, whether they are related to the transport of goods, including but not limited to the loading or unloading of other goods, bunkering or landing or disembarking of any person (s), repair
work and/or dry walk, towing or towing, assisting other vessels, making or making lifes adjustments. Anything that has been done or has not been done in accordance with paragraph 19.1 or any delay that has arisen from this is considered to be within the framework of contractual transport and should not be rejected. 20. Issues affecting performance if at any time of transportation
or likely to be affected by any interference, risk, delay, complexity or lack of any kind of species and whatever arises, which cannot be avoided in the exercise of reasonable efforts (even though the circumstances giving such such a risk, danger, delay, difficulty or disadvantage existed at the time of the conclusion of this contract or goods were obtained for transportation) The
carrier may at its discretion and without notice to the merchant and whether the transportation begins either: (a) Transport goods to the contract port of discharge or place of delivery, depending on whether the alternative route to what is stated in the transport bill is applicable or what is custom to the cargo, if the Carrier chooses to invoke the terms of this provision 20 (a), then,
despite the provisions of article 19 of this paragraph, it has the right to charge as much additional transportation as the Carrier may determine; or (b) suspend the transport of goods and keep them on shore or afloat in accordance with these Terms and aim for them as soon as possible, but the Carrier makes no representation of the maximum suspension period. If the Carrier
chooses to invoke the terms of this provision 20 (b), despite the provisions of paragraph 19 of this paragraph, it has the right to charge the additional transport and costs that the Carrier can determine; or (c) to refuse to transport goods and place them at the disposal of the trader at any place or port, which the Carrier may consider safe and convenient, after which the Carrier's
responsibility for such goods ceases. The carrier, however, is entitled to the full transport of goods obtained for transport and the merchant must pay any additional costs incurred in connection with the waiver of the Goods. If the Carrier chooses an alternative route in accordance with paragraph 20 (a) or suspends the transport under paragraph 20 (b) it does not prejudice his right
to subsequently refuse to travel. 21. Dangerous goods 21.1 No goods that are or may become dangerous, harmful, dangerous, flammable or harmful (including radioactive materials) or which may or may be harmful to any person or property, and whether so are listed in any official or informal, international or national code, convention, listing or table must be tendered to the
Carrier for transport without prior notification of their nature, nature, name, label and classification (if applicable) to the carrier and obtain its consent in writing and without clear labelling of goods and container or other coverage outside, in order to indicate the nature and nature of any such goods and thus comply with any applicable laws or regulations. If such goods are delivered
to the Carrier without its consent and/or such labelling, or if, in the carrier's view, goods may be unloaded or may become dangerous, harmful, dangerous, flammable or damaging substances, they may be at any time, anywhere, place, disposal, abandonment or harmless without compensation to the merchant and without compromising the right of the Carrier to transport. 21.2 The
merchant ensures that such goods are packaged in such a way as to counter the risks of transportation in accordance with their nature and in accordance with all laws, regulations or requirements that may apply to transport. 21.3 The Trader must reimburse the Carrier for all claims, liabilities, losses, losses, delays, costs, fines and/or costs arising from the transport of such goods
and/or arising as a result of a breach of any of the guarantees in paragraph 21.2, including any steps taken by the Carrier under paragraph 21.1, regardless of whether the trader knew of the nature of the goods. 21.4 Nothing contained in this provision deprives the Carrier of any of its rights elsewhere. 22. Notice, discharge and delivery 22.1 Any mention in this bill that parties must
be notified of the arrival of the goods is intended solely for the information of the Carrier. The pre-indication of such notice should not hold the Carrier to any responsibility and does not absolve the trader of any obligations. 22.2 The trader accepts the delivery of the Goods within the time limit stipulated in the applicable Carrier tariff. If the merchant does not do so, the Carrier may
unpack the goods without notice if it is packed in containers and/or store goods on shore, afloat, under open or under cover with the only risk to the trader. Such storage should constitute its delivery, and after that all carrier's liability for the Goods or part of the carrier shall be terminated and the costs of such storage are immediately paid on demand by the Carrier's merchant. 22.3
If the Carrier is obliged to unload the goods into the hands of any customs, port or other authority, such a discharge is due delivery to the merchant under the Duty Bill. 22.4 If the item is unclaimed for a reasonable time or every time, where, in the Carrier's view, the goods may deteriorate, disintegrate or become useless, or bear the costs, whether for storage or otherwise
exceeding their value, the Carrier may, at its discretion and without compromising any other rights that it may have against the merchant, without notice and without any responsibility of joining it to sell, refuse or otherwise dispose of the goods at sole risk and expense of the merchant and apply any proceeds of sale to the contraction of the proceeds of the sale. 22.5 The
merchant's refusal to accept the delivery of goods in accordance with the terms of this provision and/or to mitigate any loss or damage that should constitute the merchant's refusal to accept any claim relating to goods or their transport. Both Clause Clause Clashes Blame Collision and New Jason provisions, published and/or approved by BIMCO and obtained from the carrier or
his agent on request, are now included now. 24. The total average and average of 24.1 of the total, which must be adjusted at any port or location under the Carrier option and must be settled in accordance with the 1994 rules covering all goods transported on deck or below deck. The overall average for a vessel not operated by the Carrier is adjusted in accordance with the
requirements of the ship's operator. 24.2 Such security, including a cash deposit as a Carrier, may be sufficient to cover the intended contribution of goods and any rescue and special fees that, if necessary, must be submitted to the Carrier prior to delivery of the Goods. The carrier is not obliged to carry out any collateral for the total average fee paid to the trader. 24.3 If the
Carrier chooses at its discretion to publish the total average and/or salvage security based on the interests of the cargo, or to pay the total average and/or salvage dues, in relation to cargo interests, the trader assigns the Carrier all its rights with respect to the average and/or salvage. 24.4 If the rescue vessel is owned or operated by the Carrier, the rescue is paid as fully as if the
rescue vessel was owned by strangers. 25. Option of The Treaty and Validity 25.1 No employee or agent of the Carrier has the right to waive or amend any conditions unless such a waiver or change is written and is specifically authorized or ratified by the Carrier in writing. 25.2 If it contains anything incompatible with any applicable international convention or national law from
which it cannot be deviated under a private contract, the provisions of this document should be, to the extent that it is not true, but not invalid. 26. The law and jurisdiction for the supply to or from the U.S. of any dispute related to this bill is governed by U.S. law and the United States Federal Court for the Southern District of New York must have exclusive jurisdiction to hear all
disputes against them. In all other cases, the Bill on vaping is regulated and interpreted in accordance with English law, and all disputes currently arising are determined by the High Court of England in London, with the exception of the jurisdiction of the courts of another country. Alternatively, and under the only variant of the Carrier, the Carrier may bring a case against the trader
in the competent court of the merchant's place of activity. Shopping. maersk bill of lading tracking. maersk bill of lading pdf. maersk bill of lading sample. maersk bill of lading number. maersk bill of lading clauses. maersk bill of lading format. maersk bill of lading download. maersk bill of lading template
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